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The bridesmaids and I LOVE this book by Sharon Naylor -- we looked everywhere for some really
great, non-cheesy co-ed bridal shower ideas and didn't find anything good. And then we found this
book. Now we had so many good ideas, we had to choose between them. Finally, some original
themes! And great favor ideas, decorating tips, budgeting advice. What worked best for us was the
advice about how to divide up planning tasks when some bridesmaids don't have a lot of money.
We couldn't have put this party together without this book, and we recommend it highly.

This book has given me such great ideas for the bridal shower I am planning. From the invitations to
the games to the favors and more! I definately recommend this book!

I knew nothing... Really!!!! Never been to a shower - much less thrown a shower... and I got the
most INCREDIBLE ideas from this book. It's diverse in the MULTITUDE ideas and extremely well
laid-out. This allows you to pick-and-choose from the vast amount of info - to soot your and
(especially) your BRIDE-TO-BE's taste's. Oh my gosh.. there are even quotes on what has
happened to people before - so you won't be re-inventing the wheel ! Just awesome..

This book is an easy read and it really offers many ideas for differnt styles and budgets. It also has
personal statements providing tips from other brides. It was very well done. It has a good mix of old
and new.

My sister in law asked me to be her maid of honor at the wedding so I started to look for a book on
how to do the most awesome bridal shower. I discovered this book on a whim and ordered it and
another book. I started on this one and couldn't put it down. Suddenly I realized that if i wanted the
ultimate bridal shower this was the book. It is accurately named and everything is in a easy read
and follow do list. I really enjoyed this book and am now planning the most awesome Bridal shower
ever!

For a young person running her first bridal shower (and never having been a bridesmaid before), the
author did a great job of not assuming that you knew little details that should get done. Good basic
ideas on food, games, timing, etc, plus some creative bits we hadn't thought of. Definitely would
recommend if you've never run a shower before.

I decided to purchase this book because I was in charge of doing a bridal shower - it would be my
first time. The book was very useful and had a lot of information that I used, but added my own twist.
In the end, I was given compliments on a Bridal Shower well done. The book was very helpful and I
was glad to have purchased it.

This book is great for me, because I know absolutely nothing about throwing a bridal shower. I'm the
maid of honor, and I had a huge question mark on how I was going to go about the shower. Thanks
to this book, I have a much better idea of how to plan the entire thing. It's really well written and has
enough ideas to choose from without being thoroughly overwhelming.
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